Inside the bright, spacious operating room lies a 40-year-old woman, anesthetized, with her arms spread wide. Her side is being pierced by an aspirating tube used in liposuction. The surgeon pumps the tube into the fat over her oblique muscles. Hard work. He breaks out in a sweat, and after a few minutes, the thin plastic visor attached to his surgical mask is clouded with steam, and he has to take a break to replace it with goggles. The procedure yields a stream of golden, aspirated fat mixed with blood, which flows out into a sterile container.
The atmosphere in the operating room is genial. Pop and alternative music streams from a computer at the back wall. J. Peter Rubin, the attending surgeon, talks casually with the surgical fellow assisting him, Jeffrey Gusenoff.

Later, Rubin will focus intently on the precision work needed during the operation. (This is a routine operation, but Rubin accepts the axiom that “you cannot operate without complications,” particularly in an operation where the surgeon is acting as a tailor, altering the human body.) But during the liposuction, things remain chatty until there are 800 milliliters of fat in the container. Then Rubin starts pepper ing the nurses with questions and instructions. “Is that stable?” he asks about the container. “We don’t want it to tip over. Is the lid sealed? We can’t lose that. I need to call Dan [his lab technician]—we’re earlier than I thought we’d be.”

If the fat gets contaminated, it can’t be used in research.

“We have to be careful with that—it’s mission critical!” he says, referring to the role the lipid plays in his experiments. “That’s liquid gold.”

(Rubin later notes that, of course, all fat tissue used for research work is done with consent from patients and approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board.)

After a few minutes in the container, the fat floats on top of saline solution in a thick golden layer. Uncontaminated human fat is incredibly valuable to Rubin, because it supplies his research. He believes it will one day be invaluable to many patients, as well. He and others have found that stem cells from fat can be coaxed to become different kinds of tissue. The first paper establishing that fat tissue, technically adipose tissue, held stem cells with such promise was published in 2001, by collaborators at Pitt and UCLA.

“To think about where the field is now is just mind-boggling to me,” says Adam Katz (Res ’01), an author on that 2001 paper who did his research while a resident at Pitt.

Katz, now an associate professor of plastic surgery at the University of Virginia, started his research in 1996. He remembers, “People scoffed at the concept and were incredulous that there would be stem cells in waste tissue like fat.”

Questions remain about the unique aspects of different types of stem cells, including fat stem cells. But researchers have shown that these cells, once called pre-adipocytes, can turn not just into new fat tissue, but bone, cartilage, nerves.

Generally, stem cells have generated more hype than hard facts, more questions than answers. For instance, under certain circumstances, some think adult stem cells (Rubin and Katz study such cells) could become a source of cancer—as suggested by experiments where a stem cell was used to build too many generations of cells. And when scientists recently wowed the research community by manipulating normal skin cells to act like embryonic stem cells, concerns were raised regarding whether a certain retrovirus used to implant the cells could cause cancer. Research published in Science in February found otherwise regarding the retrovirus, but more work needs to be done on even this basic question.

On the other hand, researchers have used fat stem cells to kill cancer cells in mice. One thing is clear to Rubin: Fat stem cells, which lie between the cells that actually store fat in our bodies, have promise. While no clinical trials using these cells have yet been sanctioned in the United States, other countries with less stringent and less glacial requirements for approvals have seen exciting developments. In Japan, a group has started a clinical trial to use fat stem cells to engineer tissue for breast reconstruction. In Germany, researchers used fat stem cells to help regenerate the skull of an injured child. In Spain, fat stem cells were used to help repair bowel fistulas in patients with Crohn’s disease. In Finland, fat stem cells were grown into a human jawbone, trumping a German group that had used bone marrow stem cells to grow a jawbone, but could not prove that the stem cells had actually done anything.

In this country, investigators have suggested that fat stem cells can create bone and cartilage.

Because fat stem cells are adult stem cells (found in adults, not a developing embryo), they skirt the ethical minefield of embryonic stem cells. They appear to have some advantages over other types of adult stem cells, as well. For one thing, they’re easy to get (one Texas doctor demonstrated this by doing a liposuction on himself in front of journalists), so they can be taken from any potential patient, eliminating the risk of the body rejecting them. They also are hardy cells, and plentiful.

Very plentiful. America, a nation used to throwing its weight around, now has problems getting out of its chair. More than two-thirds of Americans are overweight, and one-third are officially obese. Gastric bypass operations, which shrink the stomach and let food move more quickly into the small intestine, have become more common: In 2004, American doctors performed 140,000 such procedures. But what does a morbidly obese person do once he’s lost two-thirds of his body weight?

Extreme weight loss can leave people with enough excess flesh to make an elephant look taut. Rubin, who has become known for resculpting such patients, might remove more than 10 pounds of skin and fat from just one person. (His record is 136 pounds; that was from a patient with a giant apron of skin. Such cases are unusual.) Each pound might have 200 million stem cells in it.

Rubin takes some of that extra fat and invests it in what he hopes will become a gold mine of research breakthroughs. Investigators...
Rubin, who is 42, is like a perpetual motion machine, fueled alternately by the energy soda Vault Zero and coffee.

Last year, he was a named author on 11 research papers. He performed more than 350 operations. And his first textbook appeared. With a coauthor, he wrote *Aesthetic Surgery After Massive Weight Loss*, one of the first textbooks in the emerging field of post-bariatric body contouring. Also in 2007, his wife gave birth to their third child; they now have three kids younger than 4.

He travels frequently to give lectures on various aspects of reconstructive surgery or to attend meetings like that of the International Federation of Adipose Therapeutics and Science (IFATS), of which he is a founder and past president.

Besides pursuing stem cell research, he also publishes on new techniques in plastic surgery.

His most notable surgical innovation is a breast reconstruction technique that takes advantage of natural tissue. Rubin calls it dermal suspension with total parenchymal reshaping—he takes breast tissue to create an internal brassiere. Gusenoff calls it the Rubin method, but Rubin himself will have none of that.

On a recent Wednesday—after a two-day stint as a visiting professor at a medical school in Georgia—Rubin starts at 8 a.m. with a PhD student’s two-hour preliminary thesis examination. Then he’s off to the clinic, where he has 16 patient appointments scheduled. He wears a pinstriped blue suit, a red tie with a red paisley pattern, and a white shirt with red pinstripes and his initials on one of the French cuffs.

He checks his Blackberry at a stoplight. He has an e-mail from a collaborator, Vera Donnenberg, discussing plans for an experiment. She needs, to be blunt, some fresh fat. Rubin thinks he can help—he has an operation scheduled for the next day.

Even in clinic, Rubin thinks research. A patient asks him about having a fat injection, a technique plastic surgeons use to do things like fill in facial wrinkles. He tells her that as much as 40 to 50 percent of the fat could be resorbed—but research he’s doing into how to recreate tissue might change that. (On a day this writer tagged along, he talked patients working with other scientists.

“I need to collaborate with people who have a skill set I don’t have,” he says. “Collaboration is incredibly important. If you bring the right people together, really cool things happen.”

One of the nurses comes up to him and reminds him, gently, of the patient. He waits a few moments after she enters the room then follows her in.

By 10 o’clock Thursday morning, the liposuction is done, and the tummy tuck is under way. For tummy tucks, Rubin favors a Number 22 scalpel, a blade that looks like it was designed by Hollywood, tapered like a shark ready to bite flesh.

When Rubin gets ready to sew his patient’s belly back together, he stops and says, “Now I’m going to show you something really innovative.” He holds up a bit of suture thread. The thread has odd little bumps on it but looks otherwise unremarkable.

The bumps, it turns out, are small barbs. “It will hold in place when you put it in. That’s much better than tying knots.” He starts sewing the thread into one of the concept and were incredulous that there would be stem cells in waste tissue like fat.”
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established people in the field, but they had already made up their minds which way to go,” he says.

Also on the shelf is Charles C. Thompson's *What a Great Idea?* Rubin likes Ira Flatow's *They All Laughed*, which is about discoveries in science, and a book by Evan Schwartz called *Juice: The Creative Fuel That Drives World-Class Inventors*.

Rubin has tried some of the techniques he has read about. He's attempted to create a specific place or time to let the creative juices flow, for instance, but that didn't work so well for him. What does seem to work is talking to scientists with different perspectives, he says.

In weeks when Rubin is in town, he typically blocks out five hours each Tuesday for lab meetings and related activities. Thursday is operating day. But because he only had one operation today, and he was in Georgia on Tuesday, a somewhat impromptu lab meeting is scheduled for this Thursday afternoon.

When Rubin breezes in, still dressed in his operating scrubs, he says, “Where is Han Solo?” a reference to Han Li, who is both to Li, who is investigating whether fat stem cells could more easily yield the kind of pluripotency that scientists recently derived from normal skin cells.

This work, they hope, will build on the jaw-dropping breakthroughs made in 2006 and 2007 by James Thompson of Wisconsin and Shinya Yamanaka of Kyoto University, who both led teams that were able to take run-of-the-mill skin cells and, by adding four genes to the cells, produce what acted like embryonic stem cells. Li is exploring the ability of adult stem cells to do this more easily. His experiments look promising, and he has anticipated several of Rubin's questions already.

Despite his obvious excitement, Rubin still checks an e-mail on his phone while they talk—he's monitoring the status of the day's experiment. Then he shifts back to focusing on the potential for a paper to be done by late spring.

Rubin says, “Have you decided yet on Science or Nature?”

Li laughs and says, “I haven't confirmed it yet!”

Rubin suggests he move quickly. “Someone else is probably thinking about it right now.”

**“Not only were these cases very technically challenging and very fertile ground for innovating ... but you were also helping people through a truly amazing transition.”**

The two talk more about the progress of the research and what questions remain open. When they're done, Rubin says, “Good, Han. Goodgoodgood! You'll be famous!”

“No, you'll be famous!” Han says, and they both laugh.

Marra says this kind of give-and-take is powerful—there is an exchange of expertise between her fellows, who know how to do chemical engineering, and Rubin's fellows, who know what they'd like to do for patients.

“In graduate school, you make a polymer and you put it on the shelf,” she says. “Here, we put it in an animal to see if it works.

“The surgeons are really driven to help patients. It's very motivating.”

Rubin didn't start out wanting to be a plastic surgeon, in part because his father, Leonard Rubin, was an accomplished plastic surgeon who had done groundbreaking work on soldiers during World War II. Like many children, Rubin wanted to do something different than his father. In college, he considered writing or anthropology, but he wound up on track for medical school.

Once there, he found that he loved surgery. And while he strongly considered cardiothoracic surgery, he felt drawn to plastic surgery. At the time, postbariatric surgery was just emerging as a field. Plus, it had a dramatic impact on patients.

“No only were these cases very technically challenging and very fertile ground for innovating new techniques, but you were also helping people through a truly amazing transition in their lives. People who, a couple of years ago, could hardly walk up a flight of stairs, and now their lives were completely different,” he says.

Rubin links his research with his clinical and operating room time. That combination is an important one, says Adam Katz.

“Peter has been a visionary pioneer in the ‘life after weight loss’ concept.

“He pioneered the way to organize it into a clinic and practice and research setting. He's intertwined a significant health problem with significant clinical challenges with novel basic science research, and he's..."